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SUMMARY

We review a range of techniques related to navigation of unmanned vehicles through unknown environments with obstacles, especially those that rigorously ensure collision avoidance (given certain assumptions about the system). This topic continues to be an active area of research, and we highlight some directions in which available approaches may be improved. The paper discusses models of the sensors and vehicle kinematics, assumptions about the environment, and performance criteria. Methods applicable to stationary obstacles, moving obstacles and multiple vehicles scenarios are all reviewed. In preference to global approaches based on full knowledge of the environment, particular attention is given to reactive methods based on local sensory data, with a special focus on recently proposed navigation laws based on model predictive and sliding mode control.
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1. Introduction

Navigation of unmanned vehicles is a classic research area in robotics, which gives rise to a whole variety of approaches well documented in the literature. Both single and multiple coordinated unmanned vehicles offer great perspectives in many applications, such as industrial, official, and agricultural automation; search and rescue; surveillance and inspection; for a more comprehensive list of potential applications, we refer the reader to [252, 279]. In all these cases, navigation involves a series of common problems, with collision avoidance in some form being almost universally needed. This review broadly documents methods relating to navigation of unmanned vehicles as applicable to collision avoidance, which still remains a focus of active research. Among various proposals, this paper surveys the recent ones and those capable of rigorous collision avoidance, i.e., for which it is rigorously proven that collisions never occur, provided that some technical assumptions are fulfilled.

Provable collision avoidance is a highly desirable trait in navigation systems since it shows that the system safely operates under a broad range of conditions, rather than just those considered during testing.

Overall, navigation systems underlaid by more general assumptions about the problem would be considered superior. Some examples of assumptions are listed as follows:

- Vehicle models vary in complexity from velocity-controlled linear models to realistic car-like models (see Section 2). For example, collision avoidance for velocity-controlled models is simpler since the vehicles can halt instantly if required; however this is physically unrealistic. This means a more complex model that better characterizes the vehicle is desirable for use during analysis.
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Different levels of knowledge about the obstacles and other vehicles are required by different navigation strategies. This ranges from abstracted obstacle set information to the actual nature of realistic noisy sensor data obtained from range-finding sensors. In addition to the realism of the sensor model, the actual sensing requirements significantly vary between approaches—in some cases, methods that only utilize limited information (such as the minimum distance to the obstacle) are required.

Different assumptions about the shape of static obstacles have been proposed. To ensure correct behavior when operating near an obstacle with limited information available, it is often necessary to presume smoothness of the obstacle boundary. This means that approaches with more flexible assumptions about obstacles would be more widely applicable to real-world scenarios.

Uncertainty is always present in real robotic systems, and proving collision avoidance under an exact vehicle model will not always imply that the associated correct behavior will be exhibited when implemented. To reflect this, assumptions can be made describing bounded disturbance from the nominal model, bounded sensor errors, and the presence of communication errors. A review of the types of uncertainty present in vehicle systems is available, see, e.g., [57].

While being able to prove collision avoidance under broad circumstances is one of the most desirable features, examples of other navigation law features that determine their effectiveness are listed as follows:

- Navigation laws that provably satisfy the vehicle’s goals are highly desirable. When possible, this can be generally shown by providing an upper bound on the time in which the vehicle will complete a finite task, however conservative this may be. However, proving goal satisfaction is possibly less critical than collision avoidance, so long as it can be experimentally demonstrated that non-convergence is virtually non-existent.
- In many applications, the computational ability of the vehicle is limited, and approaches with lower computational cost are favored. However, with ever increasing computer power, this concern is mainly focused toward small, fast vehicles such as miniature unmanned air vehicles (UAVs, which require fast update rates, challenging the limited computational faculties available). In practice, the computational burden is highly dependent on other factors such as programming efficiency, which impedes direct comparison of the computational performance of different approaches. However in general, it can be said that controllers based on closed-form expressions are faster than those based on local planning, which are faster than those based on global planning.
- Many navigation laws are constructed in continuous time. Virtually all digital control systems are updated in discrete time, thus navigation laws constructed in discrete time are more suitable for direct implementation.

The key distinction between different approaches is the amount of information they have available about the workspace. When full information is available about the obstacle set and a single vehicle is present, global path planning methods may be used to find the optimal path. When only local information is available, sensor-based methods are used. A subset of sensor-based methods is reactive methods, which may be expressed as a mapping between the sensor state and control, with no memory present.

While global methods are not directly applicable to the problem of collision avoidance in unknown environments, we have included discussion of many of these approaches in this review. This is because many of these methods could be adapted for unknown environments, sometimes with relatively little modification. A review of collision avoidance methods would be incomplete without including them.

Recently, model predictive control (MPC) architectures have been applied to collision avoidance problems, and this approach seems to show great potential in providing efficient navigation, and easily extends to robust and nonlinear problems (see Section 3). They have many favorable properties compared to the commonly used artificial potential field (APF) methods and velocity obstacle-based methods, which could be generally more conservative when extended to higher order vehicle models. MPC continues to be developed and demonstrates many desirable properties for sensor-based navigation, including applications to boundary following problems (see Section 4.1.2), avoidance of moving obstacles (see Section 5), and coordination of multiple vehicles (see Section 6).
In this paper, we review both local and global approaches, together with approaches applicable to multiple vehicles and moving obstacles. We also explore in detail the various types of vehicle and sensor models, together with assumptions about obstacles and their movement.

1.1. Exclusions
Because of the breadth of this research, we will not review the following areas, only providing a brief summary where necessary:

- **Mapping algorithms.** Mapping is becoming very popular in real-world applications, where exploration of unknown environments is required (see, e.g., [71, 115, 272]). While they are extremely useful, and many collision avoidance techniques require some kind of map to operate, this review would be too broad if we were to include them—a vast number of approaches have been proposed in recent years. Additionally, this review is focused on local collision avoidance, and in many cases it would be unnecessary to build a map to achieve this. However, we will mention the DistBug class of algorithms (see, e.g., [87, 198]), which is possibly the simplest examples of non-reactive navigation (a single point is stored to detect circumnavigation of a particular obstacle).

- **Path tracking systems.** This continues to be an important, non-trivial problem in the face of realistic assumptions, and several types of collision avoidance approaches assume the presence of an accompanying path following navigation law. However, it is an auxiliary problem to collision avoidance, and the necessary material may be found in the collision avoidance literature, whenever path following is needed (see, e.g., [54, 205]).

- **High-level decision making.** The most common, classic approach to real-world implementations of unmanned vehicles seems to be a hierarchical structure where a high-level planner provides general directions, while a low-level navigation layer prevents collision and attempts to follow the commands given by the higher layer (in pure reactive schemes the high level is effectively replaced with some heuristic). While this type of decision making is required in some situations to show convergence, it becomes too abstracted from our basic goal of showing collision avoidance. We only wish to delegate convergence tasks if they can be achieved within the same basic navigation framework, see, e.g., [313].

- **Motor schema, subsumption, and behavior-based architectures.** In general, these attempt to replicate the behavior of animals, by having a number of different behaviors that can be selected as necessary according to the situation (see, e.g., [10, 11, 162, 175]). While these have historic importance, they focus on applications more general than just collision avoidance (avoidance tends to be achieved via some type of APF method, which are covered separately in this review). Also, they do not tend to be associated with rigorously provable collision avoidance, though some approaches that achieve provable avoidance could be considered by means of evolved versions of these methods.

- **Planning algorithm implementations.** Many of the approaches discussed may be used with several types of planning algorithms, thus the discussion may be separated. This review effectively focuses on the parameters and constraints given to path planning systems, and the subsequent use of the output. Many other surveys have explored this topic, see, e.g., [97, 156].

- **Specific tasks (including swarm robotics, formation control, target searching, area patrolling, and target visibility maintenance).** In these cases, the primary objective is not proving collision avoidance between agents, and these approaches are only included in cases where the underlying collision avoidance approach is not documented elsewhere.

- **Iterative learning, fuzzy logic, and neural networks.** While these are all important areas and are well suited to some applications (see, e.g., [114]), and also generate promising experimental results, it is generally more difficult to obtain guarantees of motion safety when applied directly to vehicle motion, see, e.g., [98]. However note these may indirectly be used in the form of planning algorithms, which may be incorporated into the approaches discussed in this review.

The remainder of the survey is structured as follows. In Section 2, the problem of navigating cluttered environments is described. In Section 3, MPC-based navigation systems are described. In Section 4, methods of sensor-based navigation are introduced; in Section 5, methods of dealing with moving obstacles are reviewed. Section 6 deals with the case of multiple cooperating vehicles. Finally, Section 7 presents brief conclusions.
2. Problem Considerations

In this section, we outline some of the real-world factors that influence the design of vehicle navigation systems. It would be considered an advantage for a particular navigation system to take some of these factors into account, since this makes it easier to translate into a real-world implementation.

2.1. Environment

Our definition of a cluttered environment consists of a two- or three-dimensional workspace, which contains a set of simple, closed, untransversable obstacles, which the vehicle is not allowed to overlap with. The area outside the obstacle is considered homogenous and equally easy to navigate. Examples of cluttered environments may include offices, man-made structures, and urban environments. An example of classification of objects in an urban environment is available.68

The vehicle is spatially modeled as either a point, circle, or polygon in virtually all approaches. Polygons can be conservatively bounded by a circle, so polygonal vehicle shapes are generally only used for tight maneuvering around closely packed obstacles, where an enclosing circle would exclude marginally viable trajectories.

2.2. Vehicle kinematics

There are many types of vehicles that must operate in cluttered environments, such as ground vehicles, UAVs, surface vessels, and underwater vehicles. Most vehicles can be generally categorized into three types of kinematic models—holonomic, unicycle, and bicycle—where the differences are characterized by different kinematic constraints. Reviews of various vehicle models are available, see, e.g., [100, 101, 129, 188]. We use the term dynamic to describe models based on the resolution of physical forces, while kinematic describes models based on more abstracted control inputs.

- **Holonomic kinematics.** These describe vehicles that have control capability in any direction. Holonomic kinematics are encountered on helicopters, and certain types of wheeled robots equipped with omni-directional wheels. Holonomic motion models have no notion of body orientation for the purposes of path planning, and only the Cartesian coordinates are considered. However, orientation may become a consideration when applying the resulting navigation law to real vehicles, though this is decoupled from planning.

- **Unicycle kinematics.** These describe vehicles that are associated with a particular angular orientation, which determines the direction of the velocity vector. Changes to the orientation are limited by a turning rate constraint. Unicycle models can be used to describe various types of vehicles, such as differential drive wheeled mobile robots and fixed wing aircraft, see, e.g., [166, 167].

- **Bicycle kinematics.** These describe a car-like vehicle, which has a steerable front wheel separated from a fixed rear wheel. Kinematically this implies that the maximum turning rate is proportional to the vehicles speed. This places an absolute bound on the curvature of any path the vehicle may follow regardless of speed. This constraint necessitates high-order planning to navigate in confined environments.

It should be noted that nonholonomic constraints are generally only a limiting factor at low speed; for example, realistic vehicles would likely be also subjected to absolute acceleration bounds, which limit maneuverability at high speed. More complex kinematics are also possible, but uncommon.

In addition to these basic variants of kinematics, the associated linear and angular variables may be either velocity-controlled or acceleration-bounded. Vehicles with acceleration-bounded control inputs are in general much harder to navigate; velocity-controlled vehicles may stop instantly at any time if required.

When predicting a vehicle’s actual motion, these nominal models are invariably subject to disturbance. The type of disturbance that may be modeled depends on the kinematic model:

- **Holonomic models.** Disturbance models commonly consist of bounded additions to the translational control inputs, see, e.g., [223].

- **Unicycle models.** Bounded addends to the control inputs can be combined with a bounded difference between the vehicle’s orientation and actual velocity vector, see, e.g., [141]. More realistic models of differential drive mobile robots are also available, which are based on modeling wheel slip rates (see, e.g., [5, 14]).
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- **Bicycle models.** Disturbance can be modeled as slip angles on the front and rear wheels (see, e.g., [176]). Alternatively, more realistic disturbance models of car-like vehicles are available, which include factors such as suspension and type adhesion (see, e.g., [28, 303]).

Vehicles with bicycle kinematics or vehicles with minimum speed constraints will be subject to absolute bounds on their path curvature. This places some global limit on the types of environments they can successfully navigate through, see, e.g., [25, 29]. When lower bounds on allowable speed are present, the planning system is further complicated. For example, instead of halting, the vehicle must follow some holding pattern at the termination of a trajectory.

2.3. Sensor data

Most autonomous vehicles must base their navigation decisions on data reported by on-board sensors, which provide some information about the vehicles’ immediate environment. The main types of sensor model are listed as follows:

- **Abstract sensor models.** This label is applied to any method where the navigation law is assumed to know, with certainty, whether a given point lies within a given obstacle set. Usually any occluded regions (without a line of sight to the vehicle) are considered to be part of the obstacle. Though it is impossible to fully identify the shape of an obstacle using a physical sensor, currently some Light Detection and Ranging Device (LiDAR) sensors have accuracy high enough for any sampling effects to be of minor concern (e.g., simple piecewise linear interpolation of the detected points would approximate the obstacle quite well). However, when lower resolutions are present, this model may be unsuitable for navigation law design.

- **Ray-based sensor models.** These models inform the navigation law of the distance to the obstacle in a finite number of directions around the vehicle, see, e.g., [143, 193, 275]. This is a more physically realistic model of laser-based sensors compared to the abstract sensor model, and may be suitable for determining the effect of low-resolution sensors. A reduced version of this model is used in some boundary following applications, where only a single detection ray in a fixed direction (relative to the vehicle) is present.

- **Minimum distance measurements.** This sensing model reports the distance to the nearest obstacle point. This may be realized by certain types of wide-aperture acoustic or optic flow sensors. Using this type of measurement necessarily leads to less efficient movement patterns during obstacle avoidance, i.e., it is not immediately clear which side of the vehicle the obstacle is on (see, e.g., [181]).

- **Tangent sensors.** This sensor model reports the angles to visible edges of an obstacle as seen by the vehicle (see, e.g., [246, 265]). This can be realized from a camera sensor, provided a method of detecting obstacle edges from a video stream is available (see, e.g., [113]).

- **Optic flow sensors.** This model reports the average rate of pixel flow across a camera sensor (see, e.g., [33, 104]). From this rate of pixel flow, a navigation command may be expressed, and good practical results may be achieved. While these types of sensors are very compact, unfortunately rigorously provable collision avoidance may not be possible.

There is a large number of ways in which noise and distortion may be compensated for in these models, and these tend to be quite specific to individual approaches. Some examples include linear quadratic Gaussian, sliding-mode control-based tracking, and H-infinity tracking.

2.4. Optimality criteria

There are several different methods of preferentially choosing one possible trajectory over another. Many path optimization algorithms may be implemented with various such measures or combinations of measures. Common possibilities are listed below:

- **Minimum distance.** This is used in the majority of path planning schemes as it can be decoupled from the achievable velocity profile of the vehicle. For moving between two configurations without obstacles, the classic result of Dubins describes the optimal motion of curvature-bounded vehicles. In this case, the optimal path consists of a sequence of no more than three maximal turns or straight segments. Other similar results are available for vehicles with actuated speed, and for velocity-controlled, omni-directional vehicles. However, these results are of little direct use in path planning, since obstacles have a complex effect on any optimal path. It was shown in...
ref. [153] for the case when acceleration constraints are absent, and in ref. [237] for the general case, that the minimum distance path may be constructed from the Tangent Graph of an obstacle set.

- **Minimum wheel rotation.** This applies to differential drive wheeled mobile robots, and in most cases is only subtly different from the minimum distance formulation. However, it may perform better in some situations, especially when fine movements are required (see, e.g., [49]).

- **Minimum time.** Calculating the transversal time of a path depends on the velocity profile of the vehicle, and thus includes kinematic (and possibly dynamic) constraints. In most situations, it would be more appropriate than minimum distance for selecting the trajectories that complete tasks in the most efficient manner. It is often used in MPC-based approaches, see, e.g., [223].

- **Minimum control effort.** This may be more suitable for vehicles operating in limited energy environments, e.g., spacecraft or passive vehicles, however it is invariably combined with another measure for non-zero movement.

- **Optimal surveillance rate.** In unknown environments, it may be better to select trajectories that minimize the occluded part of the environment (see, e.g., [276]). In cases where occluded parts of the environment must be treated as unknown dynamic obstacles, this could allow a more efficient transversal, though it would unavoidably rely on stochastic inferences about the unknown portion of the workspace. This may be an interesting area of future research.

Other examples of requirements that can be applied to trajectories include higher order curvature rate limits, which may be useful to produce smoother trajectories (see, e.g., [12]).

### 2.5. Biological inspiration

Researchers in the area of robot navigation in complex environments find much inspiration from biology, where the problem of controlled animal motion is a central one. This is prudent since biological systems are highly efficient and refined, while the equivalent robotic systems are in relative infancy. Animals, such as insects, birds, or mammals, are believed to use simple, local motion control rules that result in remarkable and complex intelligent behaviors. Therefore, biologically inspired or biomimetic algorithms of collision-free navigation play an important part in this research field.

In particular, the idea of the navigation along an equiangular spiral and the ideas of local obstacle avoidance strategies proposed in refs. [240, 270, 271]) are also inspired by biological examples. It has been observed that peregrine falcons, which are among the fastest birds on the earth, plummet toward their targets at speeds of up to 200 miles an hour along an equiangular spiral. Furthermore, in biology, a similar obstacle avoidance strategy is called “negotiating obstacles with constant curvatures” (see, e.g., [148]). An example of such a movement is a squirrel running around a tree. These ideas in reactive collision avoidance robotic systems are further discussed in Section 4.1. Furthermore, the sliding-mode control-based methods of obstacle avoidance discussed in Section 4.1 are also inspired by biological examples such as the near-wall behavior of a cockroach. Another example is the Bug family algorithms that are also inspired by bugs’ behavior on crawling along a wall; see Section 4.1.3. Motor Schema and subsumption architectures may be considered to be biologically inspired, however, these are not covered in this review (see, e.g., [10, 11, 162, 175]).

Optical flow navigation is another important class of biologically inspired navigation methods. The remarkable ability of honeybees and other insects like them to navigate effectively using very little information is a source of inspiration for control strategies’ design. In particular, the work of Srinivasan et al., explains the use of optical flow in honeybee navigation, where a honeybee makes a smooth landing on a surface without the knowledge of its vertical height above the surface. As it is commonly observed in insects’ flights, the navigation command is derived from the average rate of pixel flow across a camera sensor (see, e.g., [33, 104]).

Other approaches that use a camera to locate targets may also be classed as biologically inspired. For example, the navigation approach in ref. [157] allows a robot to converge to a target solely using measurements of the target’s location in the camera frame.

Many ideas in multi-robot navigation are also inspired by biology, where the problem of animal aggregation is central in both ecological and evolutionary theory. Animal aggregations, such as schools of fish, flocks of birds, groups of bees, or swarms of social bacteria, are believed to use simple, local motion coordination rules at the individual level that result in remarkable and complex intelligent behavior at the group level (see, e.g., [32, 80]). Such intelligent behavior is expected from
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very large scale robotic systems. Because of decreasing costs of robots, interest in very large scale robotic systems is growing rapidly. In such systems, robots should exhibit some forms of cooperative behavior. We discuss it further in Section 6.

There is also some evidence that approaches resembling MPC are used by higher animals to avoid obstacles. It seems natural to achieve collision avoidance using some type of planning into the future, and MPC-based navigation laws are discussed in Section 3.

2.6. Implementation examples

There are many reviews of current applications and implementations of real-world vehicles, see, e.g., [123]. Because of length considerations we do not give an exhaustive list of reported applications, however we highlight one particular application.

Semi-autonomous wheelchairs and intelligent robotic hospital beds are a recent application in which a navigation law must be designed to prevent collisions while taking high-level direction inputs from the user, see, e.g., [34, 292, 294]. In this case, a fundamental concern for these intelligent wheelchairs is maintaining safety, thus the methods described in this review are highly relevant. Several original collision avoidance approaches were originally proposed for wheelchair applications, see, e.g., [294] (these are also discussed in Section 5.3.2).

2.7. Summary of methods reviewed

A very broad summary of the methods considered in this review is listed in Fig. 1, where the availability of certain traits is shown. This table makes some subjective, generalizing judgments, and should not be considered a definitive comparison. These methods will be discussed in much more detail in the remainder of this review.

3. Model Predictive Control

It should be said that if an obstacle-avoiding trajectory is planned off-line, there are many examples of path following systems that are able to robustly follow it, even if subjected to a bounded disturbance. However, the lack of flexibility means the environment would have to be perfectly known in advance, which is not conducive to on-line collision avoidance.
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Fig. 2. Diagram of the MPC approach to vehicle navigation. At each control update, a path is planned into the future, and the initial control input corresponding to this trajectory is implemented on the vehicle.

MPC\(^1\) is increasingly being applied to vehicle navigation problems. It is useful as it combines path planning with on-line stability and convergence guarantees, see, e.g., [187, 224]. This is basically done by performing the path planning process at every time instant, then applying the initial control related to the chosen trajectory to the vehicle (this process is illustrated in Fig. 2). In most cases, a partial path that terminates with an invariant vehicle state (the vehicle is stationary or in a loiter circle) is employed, which minimizes some cost-to-go function corresponding to the target. By repeating this process at every time step, the controller can be shown to be stable.

Note that in this section we mainly discuss approaches that are applicable to known environments. Many of these methods can be extended to cases where information is restricted; however discussion of MPC approaches applicable to unknown environments is reserved until Section 4.2.

3.1. Robust MPC

The key advantage of MPC lies with its robust variants, which are able to account for set bounded disturbance (and are most useful for vehicle navigation). These can be categorized into three main categories:

- **Min-max MPC.** In this formulation, the optimization is performed with respect to all possible evolutions of the disturbance, see, e.g., [243]. While it is the optimal solution to linear robust control problems, its high computational cost generally precludes it from being used for vehicle navigation.

- **Constraint tightening MPC.** Here, the state constraints are dilated by a given margin so that a trajectory can guaranteed to be found, even when disturbance causes the state to evolve toward the constraints imposed by obstacles (see, e.g., [136, 222, 223]). The basic argument shows existence of a future viable trajectory by using a feedback term, though a feedback input is not directly used for updating the trajectory. This is commonly used for vehicle navigation problems—for example, a system has been described where an obstacle-avoiding trajectory is found based on a minimization of a cost functional compromising the control effort and maneuver time.\(^2\) In this case, convergence to the target and the ability to overcome bounded disturbances can be shown.

- **Tube MPC.** This uses an independent reference model of the system, and employs a feedback system to ensure that the actual state converges to the nominal state (see, e.g., [140]). In contrast, the constraint tightening system would essentially take the nominal state to be the actual state at each time step. Tube MPC is more conservative than constraint tightening, since it would not take advantage of favorable disturbance. Thus, it does not offer significant benefits for vehicle navigation problems when a linear model is used. However, it is useful for robust nonlinear

\(^1\) Equivalent to Receding Horizon Control (RHC).
MPC (see, e.g., [186]), and problems where only partial state information is available (see, e.g., [243]). Also, any approach that includes path following with bounded deviation (see, e.g., [60]) is somewhat equivalent to tube MPC.

For robust MPC, the amount of separation required from the state constraints on an infinite horizon is determined by the robustly positively invariant (RPI) set, which is the set of all possible state deviations that may be introduced by disturbance while a particular disturbance rejection law is operating. Techniques have been developed to efficiently calculate the smallest possible RPI set (the minimal RPI set).215

If disturbance is Gaussian rather than set bounded, the MPC problem may be reformulated stochastically so the overall risk of collision is bounded to an arbitrary level, see, e.g., [30, 69].

3.2. Nonlinear MPC

The current approaches to MPC-based vehicle navigation generally rely on linear kinematic models, usually with double integrator dynamics. While many path planning approaches exist for vehicles with nonholonomic kinematics, it is generally harder to show stability and robustness properties.164 Approaches to robust nonlinear MPC are generally of the tube MPC type.186 In these cases, a nonlinear trajectory tracking system can be used to ensure that the actual state converges to the nominal state. A proposition has been made to also use sliding-mode control laws for the axillary system (for which disturbance rejection is typically easier to show), though such systems typically require continuous time analysis, see, e.g., [228].

In terms of vehicle navigation problems, examples of MPC that apply unicycle kinematics while having disturbance present have been proposed, see, e.g., [59, 60, 110, 311]. Similar methods guarantee convergence using passivity-based arguments.267 However, it seems that more general applications of nonlinear MPC to vehicle navigation problems should be possible.

There are other methods in which MPC may be applied to vehicle navigation problems other than performing rigorously safe path planning. In some cases, the focus is shifted toward controlling vehicle dynamics, see, e.g., [99, 208, 303]. These use a realistic vehicle model during planning, and are able to give good practical results, though guarantees of safety are currently easier with more kinematic models. In other cases, MPC may be used to regulate the distance to obstacles, see, e.g., [248] (however, this discussion is reserved until Section 4.1.4).

3.3. Planning algorithms

Global path planning is a relatively well-studied research area, and many thorough reviews are available, see, e.g., [97, 156]. MPC may be implemented with a number of different path planning algorithms. The main relevant measure of algorithm quality is completeness, which indicates whether calculation of a valid path can be guaranteed whenever one exists. Some common global path planning algorithms are summarized as follows:

- **Rapidly exploring random trees.** Creates a tree of possible actions to connect initial and goal configurations (see, e.g., [64, 121]). Some variants are provably asymptotically optimal.121
- **Graph search algorithms.** Examples include A* (see, e.g., [233]), D* (see, e.g., [128]), and fast marching (see, e.g., [89]). Most methods hybridize the environment into either a square graph, an irregular graph,177 or a Voronoi diagram89 (the latter is the skeleton of points, which separates all obstacles). A search can then be performed to calculate the optimal sequence of node transitions. In addition, this may be used as the first step to find a bounded area within which further path planning operations can take place.288
- **Optimization of predefined paths.** Examples include Bezier curves,256 splines,146 and polynomial basis functions.213 While these are inherently smoother, showing completeness may be more difficult in some situations.
- **Artificial potential field methods.** These methods are introduced in Section 4.3.1, as they are also ideally suited to on-line reactive navigation of vehicles (without path planning). These can also be used as path planning approaches, essentially by using more information about the environment (see, e.g., [90, 295]). However, the resultant trajectories would not be optimal in general.
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- **Mathematical programming and optimization.** This usually is achieved using mixed integer linear programming (MILP) constraints to model obstacles as multiple convex polygons. Currently, this is commonly used for MPC approaches.

- **Tangent graph-based planning.** This limits the set of trajectories to cotangents between obstacles and obstacle boundary segments, from which the minimum distance path being found in general. The problem of shortest path planning in a known environment for unicycle-like vehicles with a hard constraint on the robot’s angular speed was solved in ref. [237]. It is assumed that the environment consists a number of possibly non-convex obstacles with a constraint on the curvatures of their boundaries curvature and a steady target that should be reached by the robot. It has been proved that the shortest (minimal in length) path consists of edges of the so-called tangent graph. Therefore, the problem of the shortest path planning is reduced to a finite search problem.

- **Evolutionary algorithms, simulated annealing, particle swarm optimization.** These are based on a population of possible trajectories, which follow some update rules until the optimal path is reached (see, e.g., [27, 309]). However, these approaches seem to be suited to complex constraints, and may have slower convergence for normal path planning problems.

- **Partially observable Markov decision processes.** This calculates a type of decision tree for different realizations of uncertainty, and uses probabilistic sampling to generate plans that may be used for navigation over long time frames (see, e.g., [134]). However, this may not be necessary for all MPC-based navigation problems.

4. Sensor-Based Techniques

Sensor-based navigation techniques typically employ only limited local knowledge about the environment, exemplified by data obtained from range sensors, video cameras, or optic flow sensors. Global sensor-based planners use the sensory information (possibly combined with a priori knowledge, if applicable) to build a comprehensive model of the observed chunk of the environment and to find the best complete trajectory through it. Within this framework, several techniques (surveyed in, e.g., [133, 144]) have been developed even for dynamic scenes, including nonholonomic planners, velocity obstacles, and state–time space approaches. While the computational capabilities of unmanned vehicles are continually increasing, global planning problems will always feature NP-hardness (this mathematical seal for intractability was established for even the simplest problems of dynamic motion planning). This is an important consideration especially for, e.g., micro UAVs, which must react quickly to new information despite having limited computational faculties available.

On the other hand, local path planners use on-board sensors to locally observe a nearest fraction of an unknown environment for iterative re-computation of a short-horizon trajectory. This reduces the calculation time and creates a potential for employment in certain real-time guidance systems. Many of the related techniques, such as the dynamic window, the curvature window, and the lane curvature approaches treat the obstacles as static. On the other side, approaches like velocity obstacles, collision cones, or inevitable collision states assume a deterministic knowledge about the obstacle velocity and a moderate rate of its change.

In the marginal case where the planning horizon collapses into an infinitesimally short-time interval, local planner acts as a reactive feedback controller: it maps the current observation into the current control. Examples can be found where a general technique for design of reactive controllers is offered (see, e.g., [58]). Other examples include artificial potential approach, combined with sliding-mode control for gradient climbing, and kinematic control based on polar coordinates and Lyapunov-like analysis. Up to now, fully actuated, velocity-controlled robots were mostly studied in this area, the obstacles were interpreted as rigid bodies of the simplest shapes (e.g., disks or polygons), the sensory data were assumed to be enough to determine the location of obstacle characteristic points concerned with its global geometry (e.g., the disk center or angularly most distant polygon vertex) and to provide access to its full velocity. Furthermore, rigorous justification of the global convergence of the proposed algorithm is rarely encountered.

In this section, we mainly focus on local sensor-based planners, with particular attention given to reactive algorithms.
4.1. Obstacle avoidance via boundary following

Temporarily following the boundary of an obstacle is a standard method employed by many obstacle avoidance algorithms. According to it, the robot directly pursues the main control objective until a threat of collision with an obstacle is detected. After this, the robot bypasses the obstacle by following its boundary with temporarily putting aside the main objective. The converse switch from boundary following holds as soon as a leaving condition is satisfied. This condition should guarantee that first, resuming direct pursuit of the objective does not cause a collision threat at least initially and second, the control objective will be ultimately achieved. In this context, the distance to the followed boundary is relatively insignificant; it may be time varying but should not excessively both decay and increase to ensure safety and to exclude collisions with companion obstacles, respectively. It should be also noted that boundary following is a self-contained navigation task of immediate interest for border patrolling and structure inspection,96, 229 bottom following by autonomous underwater vehicles,38 lane following by autonomous road vehicles,150 and other missions, where traveling along the boundary at a pre-specified distance from it is an essential requirement.

4.1.1. Distance-based.

In many approaches, boundary following can be rigorously achieved by only measuring the minimum distance to the obstacle, see, e.g., [178, 181]. For example, in ref. [181], the navigation strategy was based on a sliding-mode navigation law; uses the minimum obstacle distance as input; and is suitable for guiding nonholonomic vehicles traveling at constant speed. In ref. [178], a similar sliding-mode argument is used, however the only required input is the rate of change of distance to the obstacle.

Other approaches have been proposed, which use a single obstacle distance measurement at a specific angle relative to the vehicle, see, e.g., [177, 273]. In refs. [270, 271], the navigation law calculation is based purely on the length of the detection ray, while in refs. [177, 273] additional information is also collected to estimate the tangential angle of the obstacle at the intersection point, while125 also requires the boundary curvature. Additional information would presumably result in improved behavior, however comparisons of closed loop performance are difficult.

Some other work using similar assumptions is focused on following straight walls, see, e.g., [24, 41, 112, 302]. However, it seems that, at least theoretically, navigation laws capable of tracking contours are more general and therefore superior.

In most of these examples, the desired behavior can be rigorously shown. However, the common limitation is that the vehicle must travel at a constant speed, and that this speed must be set conservatively according to the smallest feature of the obstacle. In some cases, simple heuristics can partially solve this problem; by instructing the vehicle to instantly stop and turn in place if the obstacle distance becomes too small, collision may be averted.273

4.1.2. Sliding mode control.

Due to the well-known benefits, such as stability under large disturbances, robustness against system uncertainties, good dynamic response, simple implementation, etc.,280 the sliding-mode approach attracts an increasing interest in the area of mobile robotics. Examples include but are not limited to target following,183, 239 environmental extremum seeking,182 and trajectory tracking.259, 299

Sliding-mode-based boundary following with a pre-specified margin was addressed in refs. [177, 181] for a planar under-actuated nonholonomic vehicle or wheeled mobile robot modeled as unicycle. It travels with a constant speed $v$ and is controlled by the angular velocity $u$ limited by a given constant $u$. The kinematics of the considered vehicles are classically described by the following equations:

$$
\begin{align*}
\dot{x} &= v \cos \theta \\
\dot{y} &= v \sin \theta \\
\dot{\theta} &= u \in [-\pi, \pi]
\end{align*}
\right. \quad \begin{align*}
x(0) &= x_0 \\
y(0) &= y_0 \\
\theta(0) &= \theta_0.
\end{align*}
$$

(1)

Here, $x, y$ are the Cartesian coordinates of the vehicle in the world frame, $\theta$ gives its orientation, and the maximal angular velocity $\pi$ is given. The model (1) is applied to many mechanical systems such as wheeled robots, aerial vehicles, missiles, etc.; see, e.g., [82, 157], and references therein. It captures the capability of the vehicle to travel forward with the given speed along planar curves whose curvature radius exceeds a certain threshold, which equals to $R := v/\pi$ in the case at hand.
The workspace of the robot contains a domain $D \subset \mathbb{R}^2$. The distance from the vehicle current position $r(t) = \text{col}(x(t), y(t))$ to $D$ is given by $d(t) := \text{dist}_D[r(t)]$, where

$$\text{dist}_D(r) := \min_{r' \in D} \|r - r'\|, \quad \|r - r'\| := \sqrt{(x - x')^2 + (y - y')^2} \quad (2)$$

for $r = \text{col}(x, y)$, $r' = \text{col}(x', y')$, the symbol $\| \cdot \|$ stands for the standard Euclidean vector norm, and $\min$ is achieved if $D$ is closed, which is assumed.

The boundary following problem is as follows. Find a control law that asymptotically drives the vehicle to the required distance $d(t) \to d_0 > 0$ to the domain $D$ and ensures the vehicle traveling along the domain boundary $\partial D$ at the given speed $\nu$. During the entire maneuver, the distance from the vehicle to the domain should constantly exceed $d(t) \geq d_{\text{safe}}$ the given safety margin $d_{\text{safe}} \in [0, d_0]$.

In ref. [181], solution to this problem was given in the form of the following discontinuous controller, which originates from the equiangular navigation and guidance law:\[271\]

$$u(t) = \bar{u} \cdot \text{sign}\{d(t) + \chi[d(t) - d_0]\}, \quad \text{where} \quad \chi(z) := \begin{cases} yz & \text{if } |z| \leq \delta \\ v_s \text{sign}(z) & \text{if } |z| > \delta \end{cases} \quad (4)$$

is the linear function with saturation, $\text{sign}(\alpha) := 1$ for $\alpha > 0$, $\text{sign}(0) := 0$, and $\text{sign}(\alpha) := -1$ for $\alpha < 0$, whereas $\gamma > 0$ and $\delta > 0$ are controller parameters. This control law assumes that the vehicle has access to the current distance $d(t)$ to $D$ and the rate $\dot{d}(t)$ at which this measurement evolves over time (computed via, e.g., numerical differentiation), but no further sensing capabilities are needed.

The paper[181] discloses requirements to the boundary $\partial D$ necessary for the vehicle with a limited turning radius to be capable of tracking the $d_0$-equidistant curve at the given speed. It is proved that whenever these minimal requirements are met in a slightly enhanced form and are extended on the transient, the controller (3), (4) does ensure global convergence to and subsequent following along the required equidistant curve, with always respecting the safety margin $d_{\text{safe}}$ during the transient. This holds for properly tuned controller parameters, with explicit recommendations on their choice being provided. For such parameters, the vehicle driven by this controller first undergoes circular motion with a maximal steering actuation $u = \pm \bar{u}$. This motion necessarily ends with commencement of sliding motion over the surface $d(t) + \chi[d(t) - d_0] = 0$ in the state space $\{x, y, \theta\}$ of (1), which will never terminate and ensure the desired convergence $d(t) \to d_0$ as $t \to \infty$. Proper saturation injected by the function $\chi(.)$ plays an important role here since the relation $d(t) + \chi[d(t) - d_0] = 0$ is unrealistic if $\chi(.)$ exceeds the maximal feasible value $\nu$ of the rate $\dot{d}$.

The control law (3), (4) is fed by input variables whose computation may require wide-aperture sensing and intensive pre-processing, like many other controllers proposed in the extensive literature on reactive path and boundary following. For example, reactive (i.e., mapless) vision navigation, which excellent surveys are available in refs. [33, 63], employs the capability of the visual sensor to capture and memorize a whole chunk of the environment and is typically based on extraction of certain image features and estimation of their motion within a sequence of images, which requires intensive image processing. Some other examples of perceptually and computationally demanding input variables not confined to the area of visual navigation include the closest point on the obstacle boundary, the distance to this point, or the value of another function determined by the entire boundary; see, e.g., [24, 41, 75, 112, 165, 174, 178, 188, 230, 306, 307, 312] for representative samples. Another such variable employed by many proposed controllers, see, e.g., [125, 165, 307], is the boundary curvature, which is particularly sensitive to corruption by measurement noises since this is a second derivative property.

Sliding-mode controllers fed by non-demanding input variables immediately provided by certain perceptually deficient sensory systems are offered in refs. [177, 184]. The paper[177] deals with the problem of boundary following with a pre-specified margin by the vehicle (1) based on only the distance $d_0$ along and the reflection angle $\psi$ of the ray perpendicular to the vehicle centerline. Such situation holds if, e.g., the measurements are supplied by several range sensors rigidly mounted on the vehicle body at nearly right angles from its centerline or by a single sensor scanning a nearly perpendicular narrow sector. This perception scheme is used in some applications to reduce the
complexity, cost, weight, and energy consumption of the sensor system and to minimize detrimental effects of mechanical external disturbances on the measurements. However, the related deficit of sensor data makes most of known navigation solutions inapplicable in this case especially if this deficit is enhanced by a low computation power of the digital processor, which is characteristic for, e.g., miniature robots. Moreover, this gives rise to special challenges, like inability to detect a threat of head-on collision in certain situations (e.g., motion over a circle centered at the obstacle boundary) or strong sensitivity of the overall output of the sensor system to the vehicle posture.

In ref. [177], solution to the boundary following problem was given in the form of the following switching control law:

\[
    u = \begin{cases} 
    -\overline{u} \text{ if } S := \varphi + \chi [d_1 - d_0] \leq 0 \\
    u_+ := \min \{ \overline{\pi}, v d_1^{-1} \} \text{ if } S > 0 
    \end{cases}
\]

(5)

where \( \chi(\cdot) \) is still a linear function with saturation (4). The first line in (5) dictates the vehicle to make a clockwise turn with the maximal steering angle. In accordance with the second line, the vehicle moves counter-clockwise over the circle centered at the boundary, thus keeping the distance \( d_1 \) and the reflection point constant, if this distance exceeds the minimal turning radius \( R = v / \overline{u} \). Otherwise, a counter-clockwise turn with the maximal steering actuation is carried out. It is shown that under some technical and partly unavoidable assumptions, the control law (5) does ensure the desired non-local convergence \( d(t) \to d_0 \) as \( t \to \infty \) with respecting the safety margin \( d_{\text{safe}} \). In doing so, sliding-mode effects still play an essential role though the overall trajectory may be more complicated than the union of an initial turn and subsequent sliding motion, like in the case from [181].

Some other reactive controllers fed by data from perpendicularly mounted sensors have been proposed in refs. [125, 270]. The control law from [270] is aimed at pure obstacle avoidance, with no objective to follow the boundary with a pre-specified margin. Boundary following with a given margin by a Dubins-car-like vehicle (1) was addressed in ref. [125] via a hybrid (non-sliding-mode) strategy of switching between Lyapunov-based highly nonlinear control laws in order to overcome singularities caused by concavities of the tracked curve. In doing so, restrictions on the steering control were neglected by assuming that the vehicle is capable of making arbitrarily sharp turns, and noise-sensitive estimates of the boundary curvature were essentially employed.

Another situation concerned with perceptually deficient sensory systems may occur in the cases where the obstacle is constituted by an area that the vehicle is forbidden rather than incapable to penetrate. This may be radioactively or chemically contaminated area, the region of hazardous weather conditions like hurricanes or that filled by fire, vapor, poisonous gases, or contaminant clouds. Some such areas can be sensed as a whole by means of, e.g., remote capabilities of satellites or radars, which opens the door to computation or estimation of the distance to the obstacle, the curvature of its boundary, or other variables used as regular inputs by many available controllers. However, there are many scenarios where such observation is troublesome, e.g., because of obstructions in urban, forest, or indoor environments, or is not precise or frequent enough, like, e.g., in fire spreads, or is infeasible since observation is physically based on an immediate contact with the sensed entity, like a transparent fluid, gas, or radiation. For many of such cases, the “forbidden” area is that where the value of a unknown scalar environmental field \( F(r) \in \mathbb{R}, r \in \mathbb{R}^2 \) exceeds a given threshold \( f_0 \), and the sensors observe this value in a point-wise fashion, i.e., at the location of the sensor. In this case, boundary following takes the form of tracking an environmental level set (isoline) \( I(f_0) := \{ r : F(r) = f_0 \} \), and the control objective shapes into \( f(t) := F[r(t)] \to f_0 \). This includes pure boundary following based on the distance (2) to a given obstacle \( D \) as a particular case: \( F(r) = -\text{dist}_D(r), f_0 = -d_0 \).

The problem of tracking environmental level sets has gained much interest in the control literature. Most of the related publications fall into two categories,\textsuperscript{116} one of them assumes an access to the field gradient or derivative-dependent\textsuperscript{2} information (see, e.g., [154, 169, 261, 308]) and the other is the gradient-free approach (see, e.g., [9, 16, 26, 42]). Gradient-based contour estimation by multiple sensor platforms was studied in refs. [122, 169, 261]. The centralized methods developed in refs. [122, 169] originate from the “snake” algorithms in image segmentation; the cooperative algorithm from [261] takes care for optimal spread of the sensors over the estimated contour to minimize

\textsuperscript{2} For example, the curvature of the isoline.
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latency. Artificial potential approach based on direct access to the gradient was applied in ref. [154] to decentralized cooperative boundary tracking by a team of velocity-controlled points. By assuming the ability to move over the isoline for granted, as well as access to its curvature and tangent, [266] proposes an algorithm for uniform cooperative distribution of mobile sensors along the estimated boundary in order to ensure its optimal polygonal approximation. Collaborative estimation of the gradient and Hessian of a scalar field corrupted by noise was used in ref. [308] to develop a control law driving the center of a rigid formation of multiple mobile sensors along level curves.

In practical setting, derivative information is in fact unavailable in many cases, whereas its estimation requires access to the field values at several locations. Teams of mobile sensors have extended capacity of the latter thanks to collaborative sensing and data exchange. However, even in this case, limitations on communication may require a mobile sensor to operate individually for considerable time and distance. The practical scenario of a single mobile sensor with access to only point-wise measurements of only the field value is the main motivation for gradient-free approaches.

Gradient-free bang-bang-type steering controllers were reported in refs. [116, 310]. The control is via switches between alternative steering angles depending on whether the current field value is above or below the threshold of interest. In ref. [16], similar in spirit approach with a larger set of alternatives was applied to an underwater vehicle equipped with a profile sonar. These methods typically result in a zigzagging behavior. This is coherent with the approach to the gradient climbing that arranges for acquisition of extra information via extra maneuvers by “dithering” the sensor position. However, systematic superfluous maneuvers may be required for this, whereas the multiple sensor scenario means more complicated and costly hardware. A method to control an unmanned aerial vehicle based on segmentation of the infrared local images of the forest fire was proposed in ref. [43]. These works rely, more or less, on heuristics and in fact offer no rigorous and completed justification of the proposed control laws. Linear powered device (PD) controller fed by the current field value was proposed in ref. [17] for steering a unicycle-like vehicle along a level curve of a field given by a radial harmonic function, and a local convergence result was established for a vehicle with unlimited control range.

Sliding-mode approach was employed in ref. [184] to design a controller that ensures tracking the desired environmental level set, does not employ gradient estimation, and is non-demanding with respect to both computation and motion. It is assumed that the on-board control system of the vehicle (1) has access only to the field value \( f(t) := F[x(t), y(t)] \) at the vehicle current location and is capable to access the rate \( f(t) \) at which this measurement evolves over time \( t \). The following analog of the control law (3) was proposed:

\[
u(t) = \text{sign}\{ \dot{f}(t) + \chi[ f(t) - f_0]\} \hat{u}, \tag{6}\]

The paper\(^{184} \) discloses requirements to the isoline \( I(f_0) \) necessary for the vehicle (1) with limited turning capacity to be capable of tracking the isoline. It is rigorously proved that whenever these minimal requirements are met in a slightly enhanced form and are extended on the transient, the controller (6) does ensure global convergence to and subsequent following along the required isoline provided that the controller parameters are properly tuned, with explicit recommendations on their choice being offered. For such parameters, the vehicle driven by this controller first undergoes circular motion with a maximal steering actuation \( u = \pm \tilde{\tau} \) and then proceeds with sliding motion over the surface \( \dot{f}(t) + \chi[ f(t) - f_0] = 0 \) in the state space, which will never terminate and ultimately ensure the desired convergence \( f(t) \to f_0 \) as \( t \to \infty \).

The major obstacle to implementation of sliding-mode controllers like (3), (5), and (6) is a harmful phenomenon called “chattering,”\(^{280} \) i.e., undesirable finite frequency oscillations around the ideal trajectory due to un-modeled system dynamics and constraints. The problem of chattering elimination and reduction has an extensive literature (see, e.g., [149] for a survey). It offers a variety of effective approaches, including continuous approximation of the discontinuity, inserting low-pass filters/observers into the control loop, combining sliding-mode and adaptive control techniques, higher order sliding modes, etc. The issue of chattering was addressed in refs. [177, 181, 184] via computer simulations and real-world experiments with a Pioneer P3-DX mobile robot\(^3 \). Under continuous

\(^3 \) http://www.mobilerobots.com/researchrobots/pioneer3dx.aspx
approximation of the signum in (3), (5), (6) by a linear function with saturation, the authors reported no chattering.

Up to this point, the focus of the current subsection was on boundary following itself. The completed reactive control strategy of target reaching with obstacles’ avoidance that employs boundary following as a hint to bypass en-route obstacles can be found in ref. [181]. The considered scenario assumes that the workspace of the vehicle (1) contains a steady point target $T$ and several disjoint obstacles $D_1, \ldots, D_k$. The objective is to drive the vehicle to the target through the obstacle-free part of the plane $\mathbb{R}^2 \setminus \{D_1 \cup \cdots \cup D_k\}$. The proposed strategy consists in switching between the boundary following law (3), with $d(t)$ replaced by $d_i(t) := \text{dist}_{D_i}(r(t))$ for a properly chosen $i$, and straight moves to the target:

$$u(t) = 0. \quad (7)$$

The rule for switching between (7) and (3) employs two given parameters $\epsilon > 0$ and $C > d_0 + \epsilon$, where $C$ is the distance to an obstacle at which boundary following is commenced; its termination is allowed only if the vehicle is close enough to the obstacle: $d_i \leq d_0 + \epsilon$. Specifically, the rule for switching between (7) and (3) is as follows:

**R1** Switching (7) $\mapsto$ (3) (with $d(t) := d_i(t)$) occurs when the distance from the vehicle to the obstacle $D_i$ reduces to $C$.

**R2** Switching (3) (with $d(t) := d_i(t)$) $\mapsto$ (7) occurs when $d_i(t) \leq d_0 + \epsilon$ and the vehicle is headed for the target.

To exclude the situation where the rule **R1** becomes active simultaneously for several obstacles, the parameter $C$ should be less than half the minimal spacing between the obstacles. Furthermore, this rule tacitly assumes that the vehicle has access to the target bearing.

Under some technical assumptions, it is shown that the proposed control strategy does bring the vehicle to the target in a finite time with always respecting the safety margin $d_i(t) \geq d_{\text{safe}} \forall t, i$. The proofs are basically indifferent to the particulars of the law (3) so that the convergence has a solid potential to remain true if (3) is replaced by another convergent boundary following algorithm respecting the same margins during transients. The aforementioned assumptions stipulate in particular that the obstacles are convex and substantially spaced, and any obstacle $D_i$ that obstructs the view at the target from some point of another obstacle $D_j$ is totally closer to the target than $D_j$.

Sliding-mode boundary following was in effect concerned in ref. [178], though the proposed control strategy does not explicitly offer to follow the obstacle boundary. The paper [178] addresses reactive navigation of the nonholonomic under-actuated robot (1) to a steady point-wise target through an arbitrarily shaped maze-like environment. The vehicle always has access to the relative bearing $\beta$ of the target$^5$ and the distance $d$ to the nearest point of the maze whenever $d$ does not exceed a given sensing range $d_{\text{range}}$, but no further sensing capabilities are assumed. The proposed control law is constituted of the following bio-inspired reflex-level rules:

**(s.1)** At considerable distances from the obstacle,

(a) turn toward the target as fast as possible;

(b) move toward the target when headed for it;

**(s.2)** In close proximity of the obstacle,

(c) Follow (a,b) when moving away from the obstacle;

(d) Otherwise, quickly avert the collision threat by making a sharp turn.

Studies of target pursuit in animals, ranging from dragonflies to humans, have suggested that they often use pure pursuit method (s.1) to catch both steady and moving targets. The obstacle avoidance rule (s.2) is also inspired by biological examples such as the near-wall behavior of a cockroach.$^{39}$

$^4$ $\epsilon$ is tunable, but is typically chosen to be small.

$^5$ The angle from the vehicle centerline to the target line of sight.
Mathematically, the examined strategy is described by

$$u = \tilde{u} \times \begin{cases} \text{sign} \beta & \text{if } d > d_1 \text{ (mode A)} \\ \text{sign} \beta \text{ if } d > 0 & \text{if } d = d_1 \text{ (mode B)} \\ -\sigma & \text{if } d \leq 0 \end{cases}. \quad (8)$$

Here, $\sigma$ and $d_1 \in (0, d_{\text{range}})$ are controller parameters, $\sigma$ can assume the values “+1” or “−1” and gives the turn direction in (d), $d_1$ regulates mode switching: $A \mapsto B$ when $d$ reduces to $d_1$; $B \mapsto A$ when $d$ increases to $d_1$. When mode $B$ is switched on, $d \leq 0$; if $d = 0$, the “turn” submode $u := -\sigma \tilde{u}$ is set up. In the basic version of the algorithm, $\sigma = \pm 1$ is fixed.

It is shown in ref. [178] that the rules (s.1) and (s.2) constitute a basically effective strategy: they do bring the vehicle through a simply connected arbitrarily shaped maze to the target. This property will be discussed in detail in the next subsection. Now we limit ourselves to a remark that though these rules do not explicitly recommend to follow the maze boundary, temporarily boundary following results from the interplay between (c) and (d) in the sliding-mode fashion in certain circumstances. Specifically, it is shown that the obstacle avoidance maneuver (i.e., motion within uninterrupted mode $B$) consists of finitely many motions along equidistant curves of the maze boundary interspersed by moves toward the target in straight lines. Switches between boundary following and straight moves to the target, as well as the distances to the boundary for “equidistant” parts are “automatically,” though implicitly, set up by the rules (s.1) and (s.2). Though these distances may vary over the chain of these parts, the vehicle does follow the boundary in a certain direction (determined by $\sigma$) during the entire mode.

4.1.3. Bug algorithms. The Bug-family algorithms [118–120, 126, 139, 147, 159, 160, 163, 200, 201, 231, 232] originated in refs. [158, 161] are among the first target reaching methods for which global convergence in complex scenes has been rigorously established; for a systematic survey of this family, we refer the reader to [174, 197]. Most of Bug-family algorithms directly employ boundary following in close range as a hint to bypass an encountered obstacle. Motion toward the target is resumed as soon as a leaving condition is satisfied, which is designed to ensure global convergence and which verification often requires to memorize some prior sensory information. At the same time, these algorithms typically do not include any specific method of boundary following but instead take the capability of such following for granted. In this sense, they can be viewed as a higher level control strategies rather than completed methods of reactive navigation. What is more, practical implementation of this and other assumed capabilities (e.g., for instantaneous turns) not only may constitute a separate engineering problem but also may be impossible due to kinematic or dynamic constraints that cannot be ignored in practical setting. Implications of this impossibility basically lie in an uncharted territory.

A completed bug-type reactive navigation strategy (8) for target reaching with obstacle avoidance for a nonholonomic under-actuated and control-saturated vehicle (1) was proposed in ref. [178]. Provided that in (8), the sum of full turns of the target line of sight is reckoned in $\beta$, the reactive control law is shown to be capable of achieving the global robotics task: target reaching in a simply connected maze-like environment. This holds with the fixed turn direction in (d) (i.e., $\sigma$ in (8)) if the vehicle initial location $r_0$ and the target $T$ are not deep inside the maze. Otherwise, the claim is true with probability 1 if this direction is sometimes randomly updated. All these are valid if the vehicle is maneuverable enough to cope with the narrow and contortions of the maze, with constructive conditions for this being provided. Limited randomization permits to resolve navigational limit cycles without violation of the reactive nature of the overall algorithm. A number of deterministic methods to prevent these cycles are known (see, e.g., [205] and the above literature on the Bug-type algorithms), however they hardly can be classified as purely reactive.

4.1.4. Full information-based. In situations where more information about the obstacle is available, a clearer view of the immediate environment can be recreated. This means more informed navigation decisions may be able to be made. This can lead to desirable behaviors, such as variable speed and

---

6 This means that neither of them lies in a cave of $d_1$-neighborhood $D := \{ r : \text{dist}_D(r) \leq d_1 \}$, where $d_1$ is the triggering threshold from (8). The cave is defined as an area limited by a segment $[r_0, r_\ast]$ of a ray emitted from $T$ such that $r_0, r_\ast \in \partial D$ and $(r_0, r_\ast) \cap \partial D = \emptyset$ and the smallest of two arcs of $\partial D$ with the end points $r_0, r_\ast$. 

---
offset distance from the obstacle. It also allows us to loosen some of the assumptions on the obstacle shape and curvature. An example of such behavior may be slowing down at concavities of a boundary and speeding up otherwise, or completely skipping concavities of sufficiently small size that serve only to introduce singularities into the motion.125, 181

One such approach using abstract obstacle information is the VisBug class of algorithms, which navigates toward a visible edge of an obstacle inside the detection range (see, e.g., [140, 160, 197]). However, these algorithms are concerned with the overall strategy, and are not concerned with details relating to vehicle kinematics or the sensor model. Several approaches have been able to account for the vehicle dynamics, but still have inadequate models of the vehicle sensor. For example, in ref. [251] the joggers problem was proposed, which ensures safe navigation by ensuring the vehicle can stop in the currently sensed obstacle-free set. However, an abstract sensor model was used, which presumes the vehicle has continuous knowledge about the obstacle set. In ref. [92], a formulation achieves boundary following by picking instant goals based on observable obstacles. A ray-based sensor model is used, though a velocity-controlled holonomic model is assumed. In ref. [93], instant goals are also used, and allowance is made for the vehicle kinematics, however a ray-based obstacle sensor model was not used.

An MPC-based approach to boundary following has been proposed, which generates avoidance constraints and suitable target points to achieve boundary following.111 This was found to give better performance than existing methods when applied to acceleration-constrained vehicles, and may be a first step to applying MPC to the boundary following problems.

4.2. Sensor-based path planning

Trajectory planning using only sensor information was originally termed the joggers problem, since the vehicle must always maintain a path that brings it to a halt within the currently sensor area, see, e.g., [8, 251].

The classic dynamic window (see, e.g., [83, 201, 202]) and curvature velocity method (see, e.g., [76, 246]) can be interpreted as a planning algorithm with a prediction horizon of a single time step.203 To this end, the range of considered control inputs is limited to those bringing the vehicle to a halt within the sensor visibility area, using only circular paths. This can also be easily extended to other vehicle shapes and models,241 also, measures are available, which reduce oscillatory behavior.262 A wider range of possible trajectory shapes has also been considered.31 The Lane-Curvature Method (see, e.g., [127]), and the Beam-Curvature Method (see, e.g., [76, 246]) are both variants based on a different trajectory selection process from a similar class of possible trajectories.

In all these cases, the justification for collision avoidance is based on essentially the same argument (the vehicle can stop while moving along the chosen trajectory). The differences in performance are mainly heuristic.

Approaches similar to the dynamic window have also been extended to cases where disturbance is present, using an approach similar to tube MPC.109 In addition, navigation systems that generate obstacle constraints by processing information from a ray-based sensor model have been proposed.107, 111

MPC-type approaches have previously been used to navigate vehicles in unknown environments, see, e.g., [36, 130, 300]. Here, the MPC algorithm is combined with some type of mapping algorithm, however some of the rigorous guarantees normally provided in MPC approaches are harder to show. Robust MPC may also be used in unknown environments, see, e.g., [109]. However, there appears to be more room for more research in this particular area.

An interesting approach to collision avoidance using these types of methods is to estimate obstacle positions based on bearing measurements combined with some state estimation method.304 In this case, observability constraints can be taken into account during planning.

When compared to potential field methods, MPC methods generally perform better as they consider a more optimal path that plans ahead as obstacles are approached. They are also less conservative, bringing the robot closer to the edge of its control capability.

4.3. Other reactive methods

In this section, we describe methods that do not explicitly generate a path that moves around obstacles, without explicitly performing boundary following.
Many approaches to this particular problem assume holonomic velocity-controlled vehicles. However, in this case, it is not a severe limitation, as methods for extending such methods to arbitrary dynamics—including acceleration-constrained vehicles—are available, see, e.g., [31, 189, 192]. This is based on transformations that provide a zone around the vehicle that essentially accounts for perturbations introduced by the dynamics, and may be applied to a range of navigation approaches. This means that the use of the simple model is of a lesser concern. Alternatively, a method has been proposed, which guarantees collision avoidance by ensuring that the distance to obstacles is always greater than the stopping distance. This approach may be useful in cases where little is known about the vehicle model.

4.3.1. Artificial potential field methods. A classic approach to reactive collision avoidance is to construct a virtual potential field that causes repelling from obstacles and attraction to the target. These are termed as APF methods, and this continues to be an active area of research. Note these are different from APF-based path planning methods—in this section, methods are considered, which compute the control input on-line based on the available information. Several improvements are listed as follows:

- **Unicycle kinematics.** Performance can be improved on vehicles with unicycle-type kinematics. Specifically, this can be achieved by moving the vehicles’ reference point slightly away from the center of the vehicle, see, e.g., [220, 282].
- **Local minima avoidance.** The shape of the potential field can be designed to flow around obstacle concavities; some of these are termed harmonic potential fields and provide better performance with local minima (though these are impossible to fully solve deterministically using reactive algorithms), see, e.g., [171, 172].
- **Closed loop performance.** Alteration to the shape of the potential field leads to an improvement to the closed loop performance, see, e.g., [52, 124]. Additionally, reductions of oscillation in narrow corridors may be achieved, see, e.g., [219, 220]. However, in general, the closed loop trajectories of APF-based methods would not be optimal.
- **Limited obstacle information.** Examples are available where only the nearest obstacle point is available. Approaches that assume global knowledge about the workspace would not be suitable for sensor-based navigation.
- **Actuator constraints.** Examples that focus on satisfying actuator constraints are also available, see, e.g., [88, 155]. However, these methods do not generally directly achieve acceleration bounds.

APF methods have lower computational requirements than local planning approaches, but this is becoming less of a concern with ever increasing computational powers of unmanned vehicles.

4.3.2. Uncategorized approaches. There are many other approaches that achieve collision avoidance, which do not fit into the above categories:

- The **safe maneuvering zone** is suited for kinematic unicycle model with saturation constraints, when the nearest obstacle point is known. This is somewhat similar to the deformable virtual zone, where the navigation is based on a function of obstacle detection ray length, though collision avoidance is not explicitly proven.
- The **vector field histogram** directs the vehicle toward sufficiently large gaps between detection rays. The Nearness Diagram is an improved version that employs a number of behaviors for a number of different situations, providing good performance even in particularly cluttered environments (see, e.g., [190, 191]).
- A method of probabilistically convergent on-line navigation involves randomly choosing tangents to travel down (see, e.g., [237]), or by use of the deterministic TangentBug algorithm (see, e.g., [119]). Tangent events can be detected from a ray-based sensor model (see, e.g., [246]) or by processing data from a camera sensor (see, e.g., [113]). This results in an abstract tangent sensor that reports the angle to tangents around the vehicle. A common method of achieving obstacle avoidance is to maintain a fixed angle between the tangent and the vehicle motion, see, e.g., [113, 245].
- A collision avoidance system based on MPC has been proposed and shown to successfully navigate real-world helicopters in unknown environments based on the nearest obstacle point within the...
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However, this is less concerned with planning safe trajectories, but rather more with controlling vehicle dynamics.

• A different class of navigation laws is based on the Voronoi Diagram, which essentially describes the set of points equidistant from adjacent obstacles. In general, it leads to longer paths than the tangent graph, though it represents the smallest set of trajectories that span the free space in an environment. Navigation laws have been developed to equalize the distance to obstacles, when a velocity-controlled unicycle kinematic model is assumed (see, e.g., [287]).

• A method has been proposed, which considers the set of velocities that avoid obstacles without performing explicit path planning.286 This uses linear-quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) to account for uncertainty and is applicable to various types of linear vehicle models.

5. Moving Obstacles

Certain types of autonomous vehicle will unavoidably encounter moving obstacles, which are generally more challenging to avoid than static equivalents. The main factors that affect the difficulty of this problem are the characterization of the possible actions another object might take; the increased complexity of the search space and terminal constraints in the case of path planning; and additional conservativeness in the case of sensor-based systems.

At one extreme, an obstacle translating at a constant speed and in a constant direction may be accounted for by merely considering the future position of the obstacle. The other extreme is an obstacle pursuing the vehicle, for which the set of potential locations grows polynomially along the planning horizon. Several offerings also describe integrated approaches, including obstacle motion estimation from LiDAR sensors.194 However, in this section, discussion is focused on the avoidance behavior.

General planning algorithms suited for dynamic environments are also available, however in the absence of obstacle assumptions it is impossible to guarantee existence of a viable path, see, e.g., [94]. When planning in known environments, states that necessarily lead to collision—the Inevitable Collision States (ICS)—may also be abstracted and used to assist planning.212 If the motion of vehicles is known stochastically, the overall probability of collision for a probational trajectory may also be computed based on the expected behavior of other obstacles, see, e.g., [7].

5.1. Human-like obstacles

Several works attempt to characterize the motion of moving obstacles. For avoiding humans, several models of socially acceptable pedestrian behavior are available (see, e.g., [81, 203, 254, 314]). An approach that avoids obstacles based on the concept of personal space has been proposed and works well in practice.204 Other approaches that can avoid human-like obstacles while also considering the reciprocal effect of the vehicles motion have also been proposed.81, 314

5.2. Known obstacles

Obstacles translating at a constant speed and in a constant direction may be avoided using the concept of a velocity obstacle, see, e.g., [78, 79, 247]. This is essentially the set of vehicle velocities that will result in collision with the obstacle, and by avoiding these velocities, collisions may be avoided. This result may be extended to arbitrary (but known) obstacle paths and more complex vehicle kinematics using the nonlinear velocity obstacle, see, e.g., [144]. The velocity obstacle method also extends to three-dimensional spaces, see, e.g., [249, 301].

5.3. Kinematically constrained obstacles

When obstacles are only known to satisfy nominal kinematic constraints, the set of possible obstacle positions grows drastically over time.

5.3.1. Path-based methods. There are three basic methods of planning trajectories, which avoid such obstacles:

• Ensuring that whenever a collision could possibly occur, the vehicle is stationary—this is referred to as passive motion safety (see, e.g., [20, 35]). In some situations, it is impossible to show any higher form of collision avoidance, though it ultimately relies on the behavior of obstacles to avoid collisions.
• Ensuring that the vehicle can move arbitrarily far away from the obstacle over an infinite horizon. This is discussed in ref. [284], in which the time minimal paths were calculated. Similar examples of approaches include more allowance for other uncertainties, see, e.g., [69].

• Ensuring that the vehicle lies in a set of points that cannot be easily reached by the obstacle. This is proposed in ref. [298], where under certain assumptions a non-empty set of points may be found, which lies just behind the obstacles movement direction. This allows avoidance over an infinite horizon, while being possibly less conservative than the previous option.

When performing path planning in a sensor-based paradigm, the main additional assumption is that any occluded part of the workspace must be considered as a potential dynamic obstacle. Naturally, this makes the motion of any vehicles even more conservative.

5.3.2. Reactive methods. When moving obstacles are present in the workspace, it is still possible to design reactive navigation strategies that can provably prevent collisions, at least with some more restrictive assumptions about the obstacles’ motion. These methods are outlined as follows:

• When obstacles are sufficiently spaced (so that multiple obstacles must not be simultaneously avoided), an extension of the velocity obstacle method has been designed to prevent collisions. This effectively steers the vehicle toward the projected edge of the obstacle.

• Some APF methods have been extended to moving obstacles, though without rigorous justification, see, e.g., [91, 220].

• Certain sliding-mode boundary following techniques reported in Section 4.1.2 have been successfully extended to handle moving obstacles with provable collision avoidance, assuming that the obstacles are sufficiently spaced and their motion and/or deformation satisfy some technical smoothness constraints, see, e.g., [185, 240].

In particular, the paper examines the navigation strategy proposed in ref. [181]. We recall that it consists in properly switching between moves to the target in straight lines, when possible, and sliding-mode-based bypassing en-route obstacles at a pre-specified distance by applying the sliding-mode control law (3). Whereas the convergence and performance of this algorithm were demonstrated in ref. [181] only for static scenes with convex obstacles, [185] has demonstrated the viability of this strategy for the vehicle (1) traveling in dynamic environments cluttered with arbitrarily shaped obstacles. They are not assumed to be rigid or even solid: they are continua of arbitrary and time-varying shapes undergoing general displacements, including rotations and deformations. Since the strategy includes a controller that ensures patrolling of the boundary of a moving domain at a pre-specified distance, the proposed solution can be used for pure border surveillance, which is of self-interest. It should be noted that the theoretical guarantees given in ref. [185] concern only boundary following problem by proving non-local collision-free convergence of the vehicle to the pre-specified distance to the moving and deforming boundary. Global target reaching in cluttered environments was illustrated by computer simulations and experiments with a real wheeled robot.

In ref. [293], the results of [185] on target reaching with obstacle avoidance were extended on a planar differential drive robot, exemplified by an automated intelligent wheelchair. This robot has two independently actuated driving wheels mounted on the same axle and maybe castor wheels, which do not affect its mobility. The driving wheels roll without sliding. The robot is controlled by the angular velocities \( \omega_l \) and \( \omega_r \) of the left and right driving wheels, respectively, which are limited by a common and given constant \( \Omega \). Instead of (1), the relevant mathematical model of kinematics of the robot is as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x} &= v \cos \theta, & v &= \frac{v_L + v_R}{2}, & x(0) &= x_0, \\
\dot{y} &= v \sin \theta, & u &= \frac{v_L - v_R}{2L}, & y(0) &= y_0, \\
\dot{\theta} &= u & v_l = \frac{R_w \omega_l}{2}, & \theta(0) &= \theta_0 \\
\end{align*}
\]

(9)

where \( R_w \) is the radius of the driving wheels, \( 2L \) is the length of the axle, and \( \omega_l = \omega_l(t) \in [-\Omega, \Omega], i = l, r \). Without any loss of generality, \( v \) and \( u \) can be treated as control variables. They uniquely determine the rotational velocities \( \omega_r = (v + Lu)/R_w, \omega_l = (v - Lu)/R_w \) and obey the bound \( |v| + L|u| \leq V := R_w \Omega \). This bound implies restrictions on the forward and rotational movements of the robot. In particular, its speed cannot exceed \( V \), and for given \( v \in (-V, V) \), the turning radius of the robot is bounded from below by \( R = \frac{L|u|}{\sqrt{v^2 + |u|^2}} \).
The following extension of the obstacle avoidance strategy (3) is employed:

\[
\begin{align*}
    u(t) &= \frac{V-v(t)}{t} \cdot \text{sign}\{d(t) + \chi(d(t) - d_0)\}, \\
    v(t) &= \Upsilon[d(t)],
\end{align*}
\]  

(10)

where \( \chi(\cdot) \) is still the linear function with saturation and the smooth function \( \Upsilon(\cdot) : [0, \infty) \rightarrow (0, V) \) determines the robot’s longitudinal speed depending on the current distance to the obstacle. The function \( \Upsilon(\cdot) \) smoothly varies between two speeds \( v_0 \) and \( v_{cr} \), i.e., \( \Upsilon(d) = v_0 \forall d \leq d_0^{T}, \ Upsilon(d) = v_{cr} \forall d \geq d_{cr} > d_0^{T} \). The speed \( v_0 \in (0, V) \) is used when bypassing obstacles, so \( d_0 < d_0^{T} \), the larger \( v_{cr} \in (v_0, V) \) “cruise” speed is employed where there is no collision threat.

The control law (10) is activated in a close proximity of en-route obstacles. Whenever the robot is far away from them, it is driven toward the target in a straight line:

\[
\begin{align*}
    u(t) &= 0, \\
    v(t) &= \Upsilon[d(t)].
\end{align*}
\]  

(11)

Switching (11) \( \mapsto (10) \) occurs when the distance to the nearest obstacle does not exceed a given threshold \( d_{av} \in (d_0, d_0^{T}) \) and \( d + \chi(d - d_0) \leq 0 \); switching (10) \( \mapsto (11) \) occurs when the wheelchair is oriented toward the target and \( d + \chi(d - d_0) \geq 0 \).

Like in ref. [185], obstacles are continuums of arbitrary and time-varying shapes undergoing general displacements, including rotations and deformations. The main theoretical result guarantees non-local collision-free convergence of the robot to the desired distance \( d_0 \) to the moving and deforming boundary with always respecting a given safety margin \( d_{safe} \) provided that some technical and partly unavoidable assumptions are satisfied. Global convergence to the target is illustrated via computer simulations and experiments with a real wheelchair. Furthermore, the algorithm of [185] was successfully applied to the problem of collision-free navigation of intelligent robotic hospital beds for critical neurosurgery patients.

A quite simple and computationally efficient biologically inspired algorithm of collision-free navigation among moving obstacle was proposed in ref. [240]. The proposed navigation strategy is based on switching between moving to the target along straight lines, when possible, and a sliding-mode obstacle avoidance navigation law. Mathematically rigorous analysis of the algorithm was given for the case of round obstacles moving with constant velocities. Computer simulations and experiments with a real robot show that the algorithm outperforms some well-known other methods such as APF and velocity obstacle-based navigation laws.

6. Multiple Vehicle Navigation

Navigation of multiple vehicle systems has gained much interest in recent years. As autonomous vehicles are used in greater concentrations, the probability of multiple vehicle encounters correspondingly increases, and new methods are required to avoid collision. A typical scenario is shown in Fig. 3.

The study of decentralized control laws for groups of mobile autonomous robots has emerged as a challenging new research area in recent years (see, e.g., [234, 290], and references therein). Broadly speaking, this problem falls within the domain of decentralized control, but the unique aspect of it is that groups of mobile robots are dynamically decoupled, meaning that the motion of one robot does not directly affect that of the others. This type of systems is viewed as a networked control system, which is an active field of research. For examples of more generalized work in this area, see, e.g., [179, 180, 235, 236]. One of the important applications of navigation of multi-vehicle systems is sensing coverage. To improve coverage and reduce the cost of deployment in a geographically vast area, employing a network of mobile sensors for the coverage is an attractive option. Three types of coverage problems for robotics were studied in recent years: blanket coverage, barrier coverage, and sweep coverage. Combining existing coverage algorithms with effective collision avoidance methods is an open practically important problem.

While there is an extensive literature on centralized navigation of multiple vehicles, it is only briefly mentioned here, since it is generally not applicable to arbitrarily scalable on-line collision avoidance systems. Examples of off-line path planning systems, which can find near optimal trajectories for a set of vehicles are available, see, e.g., [151, 256]. Another variation of this problem involves a...
precomputed prescription of the paths to be followed, where the navigation law must only find an appropriate velocity profile that avoids collisions (see, e.g., [56, 209]).

One of the issues facing navigation systems for multi-vehicle problems is deadlock and livelock. In the broadest definition, deadlock occurs when vehicles do not converge to their destinations, and instead converge to an arrangement that cannot be resolved using the nominal controller. Similarly, the term livelock means the vehicles continue to move indefinitely, but without converging to their respective destinations. These are situations that are very non-trivial to solve; however certain methods are currently able to provably achieve target convergence.

6.1. Communication types

There are three common modes of communication in multiple vehicle collision avoidance systems:

- **Direct state measurement.** This can be achieved using only sensor information to measure the state of the surrounding vehicles, and is used in many non-path-based reactive approaches.
- **Single direction broadcasting.** In addition to the physical state of the vehicle, additional variables are also transmitted, usually relating to the current trajectory of the vehicle. This is often used in mutual exclusion-based path constraints, where the projected states of other vehicles are avoided during planning, and is occasionally referred to as sign board communication.
- **Two way communication.** This can range from simple acknowledgment signals to full decentralized optimization algorithms. These are commonly used for decentralized MPC, though some MPC variants have been proposed where sign boards are sufficient.

A number of different models of communication delay and error are considered in networked navigation problems. The ability to cope with unit communication delays, packet dropouts, and finite communication ranges is definitely desirable in any navigation system.

6.2. Reactive methods

The most basic form of this problem only considers a small number of vehicles with at most a single point obstacle. For example, navigation laws have been proposed to avoid collisions between two vehicles traveling at constant speed with turning rate constraints, see, e.g., [86, 269]. A common example of this type of systems is an air traffic controller (ATC). However, these types of navigation systems do not directly relate to avoiding collisions in cluttered environments.\(^{132}\)

6.2.1. Potential field methods. Potential field methods may be constructed to repel other vehicles. In some ways this approach is more satisfactory than the equivalent methods applied to static obstacles—for example, local minima are less of an issue in the absence of contorted obstacle shapes. Methods have been proposed, which avoid collision between an unlimited number of velocity-controlled unicycles or velocity-controlled linear vehicles.\(^{105,173,263}\) One variant, termed the
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multi-vehicle navigation function, is able to show convergence to targets in the absence of obstacles. However, these still use similar types of repulsive and attractive fields, see, e.g., [67, 268, 297].

Other variants also include measures to provably maintainable cohesion between groups, see, e.g., [66], while others have also been applied to vehicles with limited sensing capabilities. Navigation function methods have also been combined with MPC; this supplies some type of planning into the future to reject disturbances. Navigation function methods have also been applied to three-dimensional scenarios.

In cases where finite acceleration bounds are present (but still without any nonholonomic constraints), a mutual repulsion-based navigation system with a more sophisticated avoidance function has been proven to avoid collisions for up to three vehicles. When more vehicles are present, it is possible to back-step the additional dynamics into a velocity-controlled model. Furthermore, recently proposed control methods can achieve collision avoidance for Lagrangian systems with bounded inputs. These methods are also able to include collision avoidance of static obstacles, which easily integrates into the navigation framework.

This idea is somewhat similar to a previous method based on collision cones called implicit cooperation. Another method has also been proposed, which is based on collision cones, called distributed reactive collision avoidance (DRCA). This has the benefit of showing achievement of the vehicles’ objective in limited situations, ensuring minimum speed constraints are met when global information is available, and showing robustness to disturbance.

6.2.2. Reciprocal collision avoidance methods. Approaches termed reciprocal collision avoidance (RCA) achieve collision avoidance by assuming that each vehicle takes some of the responsibility for each pair-wise conflict, with the resulting constraints forming a set of viable velocities from which a selection can be made using linear programming, see, e.g., [258, 283]. Some interesting extensions have been proposed to the ORCA concept, for example, it has been applied to both nonholonomic vehicles and linear vehicles with acceleration constraints, while maintaining collision avoidance. The method may be extended to arbitrary vehicle models, as rigorous avoidance is achieved via the addition of a generic bounded-deviation path tracking system. These methods are also able to include collision avoidance of static obstacles, which easily integrates into the navigation framework.

6.2.3. Hybrid logic approaches. For these approaches, discrete logic rules are used to coordinate vehicles. In most cases, this is achieved through segregation of the workspace into cells, which can each only hold one vehicle, see, e.g., [22, 95, 198, 221]. In these cases, collisions can be prevented by devising a scheme where two vehicles do not attempt to occupy the same cell simultaneously. Additionally, many methods of integrating this with control of the vehicle’s dynamics have been proposed, see, e.g., [55].

In some approaches, the generation of cells may be on-line and ad hoc. This is useful when minimum speed constraints are present—the vehicles may be instructed to maintain a circular holding pattern, and then to shift their holding pattern appropriately when safe. In this case, some different possibilities for the shifting logic have been proposed, for example, based on vehicle priority or traffic rules. These methods are able to show convergence to the desired states, thus avoiding deadlock.

6.3. Decentralized MPC

While optimal centralized MPC is theoretically able to coordinate groups of vehicles, the underlying optimization process is too complex for any scalable real time application. Examples of centralized MPC for multiple vehicle systems are available (see, e.g., [74]).

Decentralized variants of MPC in general do not specifically address the problem of deadlock. For example, in ref. [135] a distributed navigation system is proposed, which is able to plan near optimal solutions that robustly prevent collisions, and allow altruistic behavior between the vehicles that monotonically decrease the global cost function. However, this does not equate to deadlock avoidance, which can currently only be solved in general using discrete graph-based methods. One
very simple approach has been proposed to avoid this problem without a graph abstraction, though it has several limitations.\textsuperscript{108}

A review of general decentralized MPC methods is available,\textsuperscript{23} along with a review specific to vehicle navigation.\textsuperscript{250} There are currently four main methods of generating deconflicted trajectories that seem suitable for coordination of multiple vehicles:

- Decentralized optimization can find the near-optimal solution for a multi-agent system using dual decomposition to find a set of trajectories for the system of vehicles, see, e.g., [214, 264, 291]. While this is more efficient than centralized optimization, it requires many iterations of communication exchange between vehicles in order to converge to a solution. Other decentralized planning algorithms may also be effective, for example, decentralized random tree-based methods have been proposed, which allows alteration of neighbors’ plans.\textsuperscript{62}

- Other approaches have been proposed using multiplexed MPC (see, e.g., [136, 255]), and sequential decentralization (see, e.g., [3, 13, 194]). The robust control input for each vehicle may be computed by updating the trajectory for each vehicle sequentially, at least when they are close. While multiplexed MPC is suited to real time implementation, a possible disadvantage is path planning cannot occur simultaneously in two adjacent vehicles. However, the same framework has been extended to provide collision avoidance in vehicle formation problems.\textsuperscript{296}

- Another possible solution is to require acknowledgment signals before implementing a possible trajectory, and has the benefit of not requiring vehicles to be synchronized. This method seems an effective solution,\textsuperscript{18, 19} however interaction between vehicles may cause planning delays under certain conditions.

- Approaches also have been proposed, which permit single communication exchanges per control update.\textsuperscript{59, 211, 281} This is done by including a coherence objective to prevent the vehicles from changing its planned trajectory significantly after transmitting it to other vehicles. Another approach uses different types of constraints to avoid coherence objectives, though it only works with a limited class of planning algorithms.\textsuperscript{110}

MPC may also easily include maintenance of objectives other than collision avoidance. For example, radio propagation models have been included in the path evaluation function, so that communication between vehicles is maintained.\textsuperscript{102, 103}

When compared to potential field-based methods, MPC more naturally accounts for obstacles and complex vehicle model. Preliminary results have shown MPC-based methods have better closed loop performance than potential field-based ones.\textsuperscript{110}

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we have provided a review of a range of techniques related to the navigation of unmanned vehicles through cluttered environments, which can rigorously achieve collision avoidance for some given assumptions about the system. This continues to be an active area of research, and we highlight a number of channels where current approaches may be improved. We also consider approaches to avoiding collisions between multiple vehicles, along with approaches for avoiding collision among moving obstacles. In particular, we focus on reactive approaches based on local sensor information, which seems more difficult and relevant than global approaches where full knowledge of the environment is assumed. Finally, we highlight the virtues of sliding-mode control, MPC, and decentralized MPC-based approaches to this problem, especially over the commonly used APF methods. In general, MPC navigation methods are more optimal, allow for the future position of the vehicle, account for situations where multiple obstacles, vehicles and complex vehicle dynamics are concurrently present more naturally, and do not necessarily carry an excessive computational burden. Through not generally optimal, sliding-mode control-based navigation methods are robust to noise, and can be rigorously proven to be correct for a range of vehicle models and navigation tasks.
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